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Qubicle is a professional voxel editor optimized for the easy creation of 3D models with a unique, blocky charm. It was used on
big hits like Crossy Road and Shooty Skies, and will enable you to quickly design your own 3D models at an affordable price.

Voxels are 3D pixels which allow for a unique aesthetic and workflow:

Draw and paint intuitively in three dimensions

Build, color and clean meshes in a single step

Unleash your imagination in a charming retro style
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Qubicle is designed for professionals, with all the tools and options artists expect and need.

Feel at home with familiar tools of standard 2D and 3D software

Start creating in an hour thanks to an intuitive interface and workflow

Create very large models and scenes

Edit your models easily in component parts

Get efficient mesh optimization perfect for mobile games

Edit voxels in 3D or on a 2D canvas

Get 21 different tools for drawing, selecting and transforming voxels

Use tool-mirroring symmetry

Transform and modify selected voxels or whole objects with over 40 different actions

Create up to 16 million objects per scene with a maximum size of 1024x512x1024 voxels per object

Import and export all supported voxel formats (QB, QEF, QBT, QMO, QBCL, VOX, Minecraft Schematic)

Export unoptimized meshes as OBJ, FBX and Collada (Mesh optimization available with Mesh DLC)

Export slices as PNG

Customize the user interface, including your own hotkeys

3D-print directly at home or upload to i.materialise

Upload to Sketchfab to share your models

Purchasing Options

Thousands of professionals rely on Qubicle in their creative process. To make the software accessible to hobbyists and modders,
Steam users have the opportunity to purchase the full program as available on our website, or start their voxel journey with the

basic application and progressively upgrade to the full version with DLC add-ons.

Of course you will get all updates and fixes for Qubicle Voxel Editor 3.0, as we continue to improve and expand the program.

Qubicle Basic Edition
Your departure point into the world of voxel modeling. The basic application contains all the tools required to create, export and

share your voxel models and can be expanded with the following DLC modules.

Qubicle Utility Module
Enhance your modeling workflow with landscape generation, height map import and object hierarchy.

Qubicle Mesh Module
Export optimized low poly meshes that run efficiently with all common game engines. Non-optimized mesh export is included

in the basic application.
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Qubicle Voxelizer Module
Unlock the built-in Voxelizer to effortlessly convert regular meshes to voxels.

Qubicle Indie Edition
The full-featured software as used in the game industry. The indie edition contains all of the available Module features.

Qubicle Professional License
Is required if you want to use Qubicle commercially and your annual revenue is above 80K USD

License

We authorize the use of the Qubicle Voxel Editor to any indie developer or company generating less than $80K USD per year in
revenue (based on prior fiscal year). If you are above this limit the Qubicle Professional Licence is required.

What You Get

Qubicle Demo

 Test all features of the Basic Edition for an unlimited time

 Save as .qbcl, Qubicle's default file format. All models made with the demo can be opened with the Basic Edition

 Export functionality can be tested with built-in test models. Export of custom models is disabled.

Qubicle Basic Edition

 Contains all Demo features

 Unlocks export to all supported voxel formats: .qb, qbt, qef, vox, minecraft schematic

 Unlocks export as FBX, Collada, OBJ (optimization for low poly meshes remains locked)

 Unlocks "Export Slices"

 Unlocks "Share On Sketchfab" and "3D-Print with i.materialise"

Qubicle Utility DLC

 Add-on for the Basic Edition

 Unlocks "Import Heigth Map" and "Create Terrain" for custom and random lanscape generation

 Unlocks object type Compounds and all modifiers found in "Modify > Compounds". Enables object hierarchies

Qubicle Mesh DLC

 Add-on for the Basic Edition

 Unlocks low poly mesh optimization for FBX, Collada and OBJ

 Unlocks export as STL
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 Unlocks further mesh export options: filename prefixes, texture output folder, face discarding

 Unlocks "Export Cubes"

Qubicle Voxelizer DLC

 Add-on for the Basic Edition

 Unlocks the Voxelizer, a built-in mesh to voxel converter, and the corresponding menu "Voxelizer"

Qubicle Indie Edition

 Contains all available features

 Is the same as Basic + Utility + Mesh + Voxelizer

Qubicle Professional License DLC

 Add-on for the Basic Edition and the Indie Edition

 Does not unlock new features

 Allows you to use Qubicle commercially if you are above the 80K USD annual revenue limit
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Title: Qubicle Voxel Editor
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration
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Minddesk Software GmbH
Publisher:
Minddesk Software GmbH
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2016
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From the screen shots I was expecting the game to be brimming over with content. It boasts huge item lists and large tech trees.
However as I started advancing in the game I noticed the items were functionaly identical. I have to give this game a huge
thumbs down, it could have nailed it! but it ended up fumbling and failing.. very cute and fun game would recomend!. edit: I'd
rather be a neutral review but a proper party really makes all the difference for.. all (boss) fights.

Port seems okay for the most part. Still has some problems. 60fps seems to have downsides so I switched to 30fps to avoid it all.
The purple fungus fight can SPIN TO WIN on you making it impossible with 60fps on and you can not outrun it. You might be
able to avoid it, but I doubt it. I didn't know until I looked at the forums on how to fight the impossible.

Normal may be less annoying, but I have it set on Hard.

Boss fights lean to very annoying minigames with a few that actually involve combat fighting (at least two so far). Pinball (King
Shishkebaboo) was very annoying but I think it may be a mix of my citizens failing to reach the rock at several times when I
send them and.. something. Small things like that build up that make the game much more frustrating than enjoyable (and
pinball is a physics minigame that I got tired of. It would have been a bit 'easier' if I had more miners and more HP since I did
eventually get the rock down in seconds in one of the attempts)

The Long Sauvage was a mix of frustration but doable after a while. Using the 'wrong' formation doesn't allow you to hide in the
mine shaft doors. Even the right formation sometimes doesn't hide your Little King completely and you can peek out and take
damage. A few times I lost my entire party because I wasn't hidden entirely and eventually slowed down to make sure everyone
was.

The game crashes randomly sometimes. A few times on a map and a few times when I was in a boss fight. Might be able to
force it to crash calling citizens using the podium. Sometimes the .exe doesn't completely close and you have to force quit it as
well.

The battle system gets a bit tiring when you face an enemy that can instantly kill your party. Send out your troops for 0.5
seconds, retreat, repeat. Hope for a stun effect so you can actually deal damage. You can use the ranged troops to prevent that
game, but you'll run out of arrows unless you go back to the castle often or use a full party of them.

The game itself is probably better looked for opinions elsewhere. I'm enjoying it for the most part, but the minigame boss
battles aren't what I would call enjoyable (except TV DInnah unless you don't pay attention and mindlessly play) and I will
probably suffer for the last 2 or 3 once again.. Mostly puzzle oriented, I'm sure some people love it, but I was hoping for more
of a real platformer.. It's another MumboJumbo game. This is a bad one.. i think its a great game i just wish the company made
more. On my 4th game ever I played the 3rd ranked player in the globe. It came down to the final play and as I committed my
turn I thought I had it in the bag. As the play unfolded and I watched my enemy's robots effortlessly swat the ball from my
runner, I realized there was a complexity here I hadn't appreciated. While the game came down to the final play, it wasn't really
ever that close - my opponent had boxed me in and there was simply no way out.

I love a game that makes you believe you can win until the final instant, only to realize that the depth of tactics ran far deeper
than you had anticipated. Is this game for everyone? No, probably not. But it deserves more folks playing online and giving it
some life online. It could use a bit more polish, but I'd rather have a great idea with good polish than a good idea with great
polish.. The game's great, just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off that I and many others can't play it,
and the devs don't seem to be bothered in the slightest.. i bought this because the disc version in my ps2 somehow was lost (we'll
call indy to find it for me)
this + lego star wars + swbf1 & 2 is my childhood
its late why am i reviewing this game and not sleeping

ps
it belongs in a museum. Poor. I haven't impulse bought for a while. I now remember why.

*EDIT*
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Spelling. Sad, I know.
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 Well dang, my absolute favorite route so far (And I wouldn't be at all surprised if it stayed true later down the road), and my
least favorite of all (probably forever,,,, Zebruh was even slimier than my very inital impression led me to believe) The creators
sure make it hard to not get even the volumes with the..... less savoury characters. But all in all, the wholesome-ness of Polypa's
route (almost) certainly made up for the gross feeling Zebruh left me with (I do the least favourite troll route first) . Woah, it
seemed epic and amazing with a lot of adventure game items... but that was... too damn short. Really? 89 minutes gameplay? Quite
simple, the story is... what the actual heck? We've got a promising intro, but there will be NOTHING about it in the game, the only
task is to escape the tomb. Disappointed. 5\/10. HOGs are my go to genre when I just want to relax from my hard core gaming
habit.

While these game are relatively simple, they do require you to use some brain power but in a relaxing kind of way. The good HOGs
have an involving story the poor ones simply just have you find objects.

The Sirens call, is a good HOG game. Actually this developer is quite good at this genre and gives the interested gamer a lot for their
money. Like its other games, Nightmares from the Deep: The Sirens Call has good producton values, a nice story, good puzzles and
generally fair HOG puzzles and music worthy of any AAA games.

This game is a sequel and I did like the emotional story of the first game better, but as far as HOG games go, The Sirens call was a
great tale. And of course they set up the game ending with the promise of another sequel. And no, I did not feel cheated. The sequel
will be anohter story.. \udb40\udc21. The graphics are not that great, the controls do not feel right, and overall just a bad racing
game. I liked the idea of the hydrolic competition but was not done correctly mixed in with some bugs.
If your thinking about getting this game for the racing aspect. Pass on it. If you like the idea of lowriders and hydrolics, should also
pass.. For the sake of it, I'm gonna review this for both the first and second chapter of the games, since they were meant to be one
massive game anyway.

Also, all of the Trails games have trouble starting up, and you will probably need to launch configuration tool to set it up, but after
that it really shouldn't give you any problems.

OKAY! So anyway, where to start, I really love these games. For a long time I felt really disillusioned with JRPGs and was feeling
like maybe I just don't like them anymore. Trails games really reinvigorated my love for them. I have not played any other Legend
of Heroes games by the way, but this seemed like a great place to start and it was!

I think your main thing to take away from this game is the dialogue\/writing\/characters\/world all that stuff. If you're here for
an combat game or a nice strategy game, you probably are not going to have a good time. If you want basically a really nice Visual
Novel that has some rpg aspects in it, I think you'll be happy with these games!

The country of Liberl is really really well made I think. All the towns become so... alive and well known as you adventure through
it. All the NPCs have names and lives and have stories of their own going on. If you can stomach talking to every single npc every
time they update (which is a lot) you'll be able to get a LOT of lore about EVERYONE and EVERYTHING you could ever want. It's
honestly a little overwhelming at times, but there are some genuinely really fun npcs and little stories that are just totally optional
and missable.

The game itself is much more linear than most JRPGs (again why its a bit more similar to a Visual Novel in a way) and I think the
linearity plays to its strengths. There's still a lot to explore in the cities\/towns that you go into, but if you try to go to anywhere else,
the plot will stop you, and honestly? That's okay. I think because it's more linear and that there are less options, that lead the story to
be told in a much better way.

As for the story itself, there's just... there's a lot of it. A lot of it tends to be "Go to city, solve some mysteries\/crimes that are going
down there, and find out how its related to the overall plot of the games." And I really like that! Each city has its own little mystery,
its own little adventure, and as you go you'll get more snippits about the main plot and learn more about the characters.

Next up is the characters and I think this is probably the games mostly? biggest strength. For one you get a cool female protagonist
and I love her and its just nice to have a dumb girl who is the leader. Your party is picked for you pretty much through the whole of
the first game, and it lets all your party members and characters shine a little more and lets them all have something to say and do
as you explore through the city and learn about their backstories. Everyone tends to have some tragic backstory, but that's just kind
of the way of things, and I like that everyone's got something going on in their own thing too.
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To add on the character subject, I feel like the second game miiight have gone a little too far with all the characters at some point.
They start adding a lot, and you can just take whoever you want most of the time with some characters being mandatory to the
story. It's nice and its not bad! But some characters suffer. Moooostly Zin. Zin was a cool guy and I feel his potential as a character
kind of really got squandered in second chapter and he sorta didn't get much. I think a few characters can tend to feel this way at
times because you get kind of overloaded with them? But at the same time, the game still handles it very well and makes pretty much
all the characters still really likeable for the most part.

Oh, the music tends to be really nice too. A little generic, nothing too outstanding, but a few really nice ones, some nice jazzy things
in there at times. I think the main problem will be that you'll hear it for hours and hours and hours, and no matter how good a song
is, that'll grate a bit.

Sound Design is mediocre to bad. Just your typical low budget stock noises. There's VERY little voice acting which honestly I think is
a plus. Nothing too major, nothing great either.

Combat wise is really really turn taking standard. You're not gonna get much depth here, but it's also not so shallow that you'll hate
your life. AND on the very very plus side, PC version comes with fast forward built in! That was a very good idea. Every JRPG
needs a fast forward, thank you devs for understanding. So, while the combat isn't too great, it's not too bad, and you'll get through
it very fast at least. Aside from a few strange difficulty spikes here and there, it shouldn't be too hard either, and there's plenty of
difficulty settings if it gets too annoying.

Dungeon design is... well its okay. There's nothing outstanding about them at all I hate to say and they're kind of just flat out a little
boring, and you're gonna get a LOT of reused assets. But again, don't go into this for the gameplay, go into this for a visual novel
with the ability to walk around. Up to you if you can put up with that. They're not horribly long usually thanks to fast forward, but
there were times I wouldn't mind if they were just... done.

I think the Localization is also a very big strength here too. The localizers really helped the characters feel like real people as well?
There's gonna be some typos, these dudes were worked almost literally to death over these games, but I think overall they did a
fantastic job. I think quite a few JRPGS maybe translate things too literally or just.... too flatly if that makes sense? Hard to put it
into words. But you get a lot of good stuff here, and the literal thousands of flavor texts and descriptions are all bursting with this
weird apathetic sarcasm that's just ... kinda nice I guess if you're into it? I am, but I can see it being a turn off for some people.
When it comes down to it, though, and things are more serious, you'll still get some good serious moments, and I think in general the
characters motivations and reactions to things tend to be a lot more real because of it.

Uhhh, I could probably talk about these games for months. To put it shortly as possible, if you're looking for a nice easy going
JRPG series and want a kind of classic feel, then these games should probably hit all the right buttons. The budget is very very low,
but the spirit and heart of it is high, as stupid as that is to say. They're good games, and I think my favorite new favorite JRPG
games I've ever played. Just make sure you're aware of the budget issues and the kind of wonky PC port, the lack of combat depth,
and I think you'll be happy.

To make it easy on people as well (since I know this was confusing to me as a new buyer, too) this game is the First Chapter and
where you want to start, and Trails in the Sky SC is the Second Chapter and def a game you'll want to get along with this one.
Those two make a complete game and a complete story. The third chapter is more like bonus content if you really liked the first two,
but I wouldn't say you need it to feel satisfied.

TL:DR: I like game a lot, its nice. There's like 100+ hours of content in these two games if you can handle all the talking and
reading. Good characters, nice world, story is mostly light hearted with some serious tragic backstory thrown in every now and
then. Some fairly decent twists thrown in with also some obvious twists. Combat is mediocre at best. This and SC are necessary to
get a complete story, and I think are worth full price for both! I love them, thanks bye. Full disclosure: I know the developer and I
have played in development versions of this game in the past.

Semispheres is a great puzzle game about planning ahead. Attempting to navigate both halves of each puzzle simultaineously can
occasionally tax your dexterity, but very rarely are you required to do that. Most, if not all, of the puzzles can be solved in small
steps, moving one stick at a time. If you are into puzzle games, but are worried that splitting your attention between two different
independent characters would be frustrating, that isn't the focus of this game. And honestly, it feels good to just swim the two little
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squid guys around.
That said, the times that I did solve both sides of the puzzle simultaneously were very satisfying, and I would have been happy with
some levels that required that sort of plan, practice, execute loop. Thumb gymnastics might not be for everyone, but I think it would
make a nice addition to the core package of semispheres. I can understand not including those types of levels in the main story mode
though. As caveates go, wanting more of an already satisfying, enjoyable game is hardly a criticism.
I really enjoyed my time with the game, and I could see myself revisiting it when I have forgotten the puzzle solutions.. If ever
someone wanted to relax, build and have fun this is a wonderful game.
I have played almost an hour and i love it.
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